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Possible Essay Topics for ECON 327 Midterm Spring 2015 

 

I Under the European Yoke 

 I.A European global expansion circa 1500 

Early settlement of the Americas: evidence from DNA and language families; 

likely migration from Asia and Siberia across to the Americas by hunting and 

gathering peoples 

Why Europe? Precision instruments, agricultural productivity, mining 

technology, printing, military competition driving down the price of exerting 

military force, access to the Atlantic Ocean (Atlantic Ocean easier to cross than 

Pacific Ocean, desire to reach Asia without crossing Muslim lands, Mercantilism 

as a system for chartering armed merchant exploration and colonization. 

Portuguese and Spanish first; later England, France and Holland; Protestant 

versus Catholic a growing issue after 1520; After the Glorious Revolution of 

1688 bringing William and Mary to the throne of England, increased conflict 

between France and England leading to a period of sustained warfare between 

the two countries between 1690 and 1815 (the so called “Second Hundred 

Years War” 

I.B Why was it easy for Europeans to conquer Incas, Aztecs and Mayans? What 

were the consequences? 

Horses, literacy, guns and cannons, immunity to smallpox and other infectious 

diseases 

Consequence: decimation of Native American peoples; increased demand for 

slave labour secured from west coast of Africa; slave trade develops 

Triangular trade between Europe and the Americas: European light 

manufactures and guns to Africa; slaves from Africa to Americas; raw materials 

and foodstuffs from the Americas to Europe (sugar, furs, tobacco, rice, fish, 

timber, and rum 
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 I.C The British Mercantilist system 

British monopoly on shipping to and from American possessions; prohibition on 

colonial direct trade with rest of world; restrictions on colonial production of 

goods; colonialists respond by carrying out smuggling 

 

II Setting up a New Nation-State 

Ii.A Seven Years War(1756-63) results in England securing Quebec and Canada; 

British troops increase presence in Americas leading to increased taxation of 

colonies; Quebec Act limits expansionary thrust of American colonies 

II.B American Revolution and the Declaration of Independence 

 France aids Americans in order to weaken Great Britain; colonies establish 

independence. 

 Land Ordinances and Constitution 

 Private land holding as a principle; Radicalism and Liberalism key 

Enlightenment concepts undergird Constitution; checks and balances; regular 

election cycles; Bill of Rights; compromises over slavery (“three-fifths” clause, 

etc) 

 Confederation style government; States rights; system created for vetting  new 

state constitutions by federal Congress 

  “First-past-the-post” voting and tendency to coalesce into two “big tent” 

parties; heterogeneity of preferences influences voting in American democracy; 

Federalists versus Jeffersonians 
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III Agriculture and the American System of Manufactures 

III.A American system of manufactures and mechanization of farming: why? 

(Describe two phenomena) 

III.B Factor supply driven theory: relative factor prices (cheap land-capital, 

expensive labour) and elasticities of supply of factors of productive (elastic land 

and inelastic labour) – graphical analysis (backward bending labour supply 

curve as extreme case) 

III.C Problems with the factor supply theory: rising land prices relative to wages; 

population growth in the United States with high levels of fertility and rising 

levels of immigration from Europe 

III.D Alternative Theory: High level of invention in the United States 

(democratization of invention): patent system; human development index 

relatively high in United States; do-it-yourself and interchangeable parts; 

augmented production function with low quality of capital and rising quality  of 

land; impact of  tractor on land supply post-1910 in United States farming 

III.E Mass production and scale economies in post-Civil War period; assembly line 

 

IV Slavery and the Cotton Economy of the South 

IV.A Industrial Revolution in England: increased demand for cotton; cotton gin leads 

to  spread of cotton production throughout South 

IV.B England develops dual empire: self-governing dominions versus colonial 

possessions in India, Caribbean and South East Asia; supply of indentured 

servants  

IV.C Great Britain eliminates slavery 

 Manchester School doctrine emphasizes free labour contracting; Evangelical 

movement and Great Awakenings in Britain and United States 

IV.D Regional economy in the United States: South, Midwest and North-East; 

importance of Corn Belt 

IV.E  Economics of slavery: would it have disappeared due to its inefficiency? 
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 Phillips: rising slave prices and falling cotton prices – slavery doomed 

 Asset pricing model rebuts Phillips: slave market efficient 

  

 

 

  


